
BOOKING INFORMATION SHEET

Property Details Notes

Full Address (Specify street number and name for apartment blocks)
We always need the exact address and any specific details we require 
to locate or access the property. Please provide address details as its 

seen at the property (not as on title deed which may differ).

Dwelling / property type Specify the property type (Apartment, duplex, house etc)

Furnished / unfurnished / partly furnished

If furnished is selected, it is accepted that an inventory is required 
unless indicated otherwise. If unfurnished, no inventory will be 

recorded if found to be furnished on arrival. 
Number of bedrooms & bathrooms (including guest loos)
Garages / parking Please indicate specific garage or parking numbers where applicable

Garden / courtyard
Inspection type (move in / move out / interim / inventory / replicated move in)
Additional features (swimming pool, garden/domestic cottage etc)

Access / Key Instructions

Access/handover instructions:

This is very important as we need to know what the exact 
arrangements are for access and if we are to collect keys (within a 

reasonable distance, if and who we are meeting at the property, if we 
are handing over to tenants etc. Please always supply contact details 

for anyone we are meeting at the property. 
Key location
Key drop instructions (what to do with the keys after inspection)

Date & Time
Please keep in mind that where there is flexibility in us going to the property and compiling reports, we are not tied to meeting tenants for the joint 

aspect of the inspection so WHEREVER POSSIBLE, PLEASE schedule inspections outside of pressure days which is the last and first day of a month 
(ie where properties are ready/vacant, where tenants are not moving in directly after an outgoing etc).

Please keep in mind that these inspections take time and we require the time and space to record all items accurately. Please take this into 
consideration for when any person is going to be present to allow access or require handover of keys.

Conduct date 
This is the date the inspection will take place. Where dates are 

flexible, please indicate this.



Inspection Time General (where we are not meeting tenants for any handovers etc)
The time on the system will be when we arrive & start the inspection 

where we are not meeting tenants for key handovers.

OUTGOING Time

NB the time scheduled is for when we are meeting any person at the 
property for access (an outgoing tenant for instance that has moved 
out and is meeting us there to handover keys). This is when we will 

start the inspection at the property. This means that this property has 
to be vacant and ready and cannot be at a time where we will be 

expected to work beyond 5pm to complete. EG a furnished 3 bedroom 
property will require at least 3 - 4.5 hours.

INGOING Time

NB the time scheduled is when we are meeting any person at the 
property for access OR handover.This means that we need to have 
access to the property prior to handing keys over, if we are meeting 

tenants, to complete the majority of the inspection recording. We 
cannot conduct accurate or complete inspections where tenants start 

moving in their belongings. Please consult us for indication of 
durations should we be meeting tenants for handovers.

Contacts - you can add all relevant contacts (eg tenants, agents/PAs, landlords) to  automatically receive reports, notifications, comment, 
who is a signee etc)

We do not interfere with this process and you have full control over who receives what. This is important if you are tracking report comments and if you 
are tracking report activity for individual contacts (when email notifications are received and opened). Where you forward the inspection link you 

receive, any comments made on the report, will be logged under your name as this is your unique link. For adhoc/private clients, please provide this 
contact information and instructions when booking.

NOTES

Please supply any other notes regarding times, meeting tenants, flexible dates etc or specific instructions that we need to be aware of for the inspeciton 
booking. There is a notes seciton when creating the booking on the system. For adhoc/private clients, please provide this information when booking.

Please ensure tenants and relative parties are made aware of our terms and conditions and best practices. Properties need to be ready and vacant 
when we arrive to conduct inspections. There must be sufficient prepaid credits for electricity supply (where prepaid) when we arrive.


